**BestTransport Solution Case Study**

**Solution:** CarrierDesk

**Business Issue Addressed:** Finding new carriers

Due to ever-changing business, market, and economic conditions, shippers cannot afford to remain stagnant in their carrier relationships. New product releases to new customers, changes in product’s produced, mergers and acquisitions, economic upturns or downswings, and carrier bankruptcies all contribute to the consistently variable nature of the shipper/carrier relationship. Therefore, being able to find new sources of capacity can sometimes be a daunting task, especially without resorting to the use of high-priced brokerage services.

**Solution:** BestTransport’s CarrierDesk carrier portal

Since the inception of our service in 1999, BestTransport has architected its on-demand TMS solution network to allow for an integrated, multi-shipper-multi-carrier network. Once a carrier has been integrated into our CarrierDesk portal, that work is complete, and does not have to be repeated the next time another shipper wants to utilize that carrier’s services.

**Results:**

- Ability to leverage the power of over 4000 registered carriers already a part of the CarrierDesk network, giving you the ability to easily find and contract with new carriers more quickly
- Quicker carrier on-boarding, integration and training
- Much higher probability of finding truck capacity without having to resort to expensive brokers
- Carrier on-boarding, integration, and training is always free from BestTransport, ensuring that carriers of any size can compete on a level playing field

---

**About BestTransport.com, Inc.** BestTransport is a leading provider of online transportation management systems (TMS), an on-demand service that enables shippers and carriers to efficiently plan, execute and settle inbound and outbound freight activities using best practices. The company’s TMS offering enhances freight visibility, delivers metrics to benchmark progress, reduces transportation costs and facilitates collaboration. BestTransport connects its shippers to a network of over 4,000 carriers, processes thousands of shipments daily, and continues to grow every year due to the power of its network. BestTransport has leading shippers using both flatbed and van equipment on its network, including Alcoa, Gerdau Ameristeel, Solo Cup, JLG, Wastequip, PlyGem, and Allegheny Technologies. For more information, visit [www.BestTransport.com](http://www.BestTransport.com) or contact Bill D’Amico at 614.888.2378 Ext. 201.